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IMPORTANT KEY FIGURES
1/1/ - 6/30/2016
Consolidated revenues

1/1/ - 6/30/2015

Change
50%

EUR mn

1,346.7

898.2

Consolidated revenues (annualized) 1

EUR mn

3,022.4

1,796.4

68%

EBITDA 1

EUR mn

96.6

41.4

133%

Consolidated profit/loss

EUR mn

33.3

59.8

-44%

Basic 1

EUR

1.06

-0.15

>100%

Diluted 1

EUR

1.01

-0.15

>100%

1

Earnings per share

EUR mn

18.9

47.7

-60%

Cash flow from investing activities 1

EUR mn

1.9

-93.8

>100%

Free Cash flow 1

EUR mn

20.8

-46.1

>100%

6/30/2016

12/31/2015

Change

Assets

EUR mn

1,794.2

1,921.4

-7%

Cash flow from operating activities

1

thereof cash and cash equivalents
Liabilities
thereof financial liabilities
Equity 2
Equity ratio 2
Employees at the reporting date
1 From continuing operations.
2 Including non-controlling interests.
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EUR mn

414.8

548.9

-24%

EUR mn

1,335.6

1,384.3

-4%

EUR mn

326.8

345.4

-5%

EUR mn

458.7

537.1

-15%

25.6%

28.0%

-8%

22,832
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0%

in %
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L E T T E R TO T H E S H A R E H O L D E R S

LETTER TO THE SHAREHOLDERS
Dear shareholders,
Dear employees and friends of our company,
The steady growth trend in effect for the last ten years continued in the first half of 2016. As in prior periods, we
searched very actively for new acquisition opportunities in the first half of 2016, and as a result, six new subsidiaries found a “good home” under the roof of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities. These acquisitions raised consolidated
annualized revenues to EUR 3 billion and increased the number of portfolio subsidiaries to 24.
However, our day-to-day activities involve more than just company acquisitions and the active restructuring and
reorientation of subsidiaries on location, but also company sales, as long as they represent the best alternative for
you, our shareholders, and for the Company. In the first six months of 2016, we conducted two successful exits
with the sale of fidelis HR and the Tavex Group. We also sold a substantial part of our equity interest in our subsidiary Berentzen-Gruppe AG. The total proceeds on these transactions came to more than EUR 80 million.
The market for company transactions appears to be growing in 2016. Economic and political developments are
changing the operating environment, especially in European markets. Britain’s recent decision to leave the European Union is only one reason behind the radical changes taking place today. AURELIUS Equity Opportunities
benefits from this environment. Whether family companies or large corporations, whether the United Kingdom
or Europe, market players will need to respond and we will help them do so. With more than EUR 400 million in
cash and cash equivalents, we are optimally equipped for this purpose.
In the last few years, we established a pan-European presence by opening offices in London, Madrid, and Stockholm. As a result, we are now in a position to make even better use of regional differences. In the United Kingdom
alone, we made three acquisitions in the first half of 2016. The newest members of our family there are the CMC
(Colt Managed Cloud) business of Colt Group S.A., a leading Europe-wide provider of cloud and hosting services,
Working Links, the leading provider of professional and social rehabilitation services, and Calumet, a multi-channel retail sales group specializing in photography-related products and services. In addition, we acquired Reuss-Seiffert & Hammerl, a manufacturer of consumable materials for the concrete-processing industry, and Conaxess Trade, an exclusive distributor of consumer goods to large-scale retailers, at the start of 2016. Effective
June 30, 2016, we acquired the business activities of the Abelan Group, a provider of packaging solutions to the
European food sector, in Germany and the Netherlands. All these new subsidiaries have one thing in common:
They hold extendable competitive positions in fundamentally promising growth markets. In the coming months,
we will work on exploiting their potential and boosting shareholder value through efficiency and growth.
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Thus, the outlook for the second half of 2016 is very promising. Today we wish to thank the roughly 23,000 employees of our Group, whose commitment and strong teamwork represent the basis for our success. We also wish
to thank our business partners and owners, and look forward to working with them successfully in the future as
well.
Sincerely,
The Executive Board of AURELIUS MANAGEMENT SE,
personally liable shareholder of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA
Munich, August 2016

Dr. Dirk Markus

Gert Purkert

Donatus Albrecht
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N E T A S S E T VA L U E

NET ASSET VALUE OF GROUP COMPANIES

Group Companies/Units

June 30, 2016
(EUR mn)

SECOP

255.6

UK Chemicals

151.3

IT Services

178.4

German Education Business

66.9

GHOTEL-Group

48.9

ISOCHEM Group

22.2

Scholl Footwear

50.6

HanseYachts

30.5

SOLIDUS

51.3

Berentzen Group

13.0

LD Didactic

19.6

Publicitas

10.5

UK Healthcare

39.0

B+P Gerüstbau

29.5

UK Polymers

19.6

MEZ

20.2

Reuss-Seifert

12.7

Conaxess Trade-Group

32.8

Calumet Photographic

4.6

Working Links

8.0

Other (including net cash)
Total

253.3
1,318.5

The NAVs were calculated by application of a discounted cash flow model, based on the current forecast and the
budgets of the portfolio companies for the next three years (2016 –2018). After this detailed planning period, the
assumed growth rates were conservatively estimated at 0.5 percent. The applied discount factors for WACC
(Weighted Average Cost of Capital) were calculated on the basis of individual peer groups. They range from 4.2
percent to 9.3 percent. Hybrid instruments whose base value listed above strike price and are „in-the-money“ are
balanced as equity in the Net Asset Value calculation. The exchange-listed subsidiaries Berentzen Group AG and
HanseYachts AG were valued on the basis of their proportional market c apitalization as of the reporting date of
June 30, 2016.
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GROUP INTERIM MANAGEMENT REPORT OF AURELIUS EQUITY
OPPORTUNITIES SE & CO. KGAA

Reports on the portfolio companies
The following comments reflect developments in the individual corporate groups (subsidiaries) fully consolidated
within the AURELIUS Group. As of the reporting date of June 30, 2016, the AURELIUS Group consisted of 24 operating groups assigned to the continuing operations of AURELIUS:
Corporate Group
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Industry Sector

Segment

Head Office

SECOP

Manufacturer of compressors

Industrial Production

Flensburg, Germany

HanseYachts

Builder of sailing yachts

Industrial Production

Greifswald, Germany

ISOCHEM Group

Producer of fine chemicals

Industrial Production

Vert-le-Petit, France

CalaChem

Producer of fine chemicals

Industrial Production

Grangemouth,
United Kingdom

Briar Chemicals

Producer of specialty chemicals

Industrial Production

Norwich, United Kingdom

EVOLVE Polymers

Recycler of plastic bottles

Industrial Production

Hemswell,
United Kingdom

SOLIDUS

Manufacturer and converter of
cardboard boxes

Industrial Production

Bad Nieuweschans,
Netherlands

Regain Polymers

Compounder and recycler of post-use,
hard plastics

Industrial Production

Allerton Bywater,
United Kingdom

Reuss-Seifert &
Hammerl

Manufacturer

Industrial Production

Sprockhövel and
Gemmrigheim, Germany

GHOTEL Group

Hotel chain

Services & Solutions

Bonn, Germany

LD Didactic

Provider of technical teaching systems

Services & Solutions

Hürth, Germany

Getronics

ICT systems integrator

Services & Solutions

Amsterdam, Netherlands

brightONE

IT-services and product engineering

Services & Solutions

Eschborn, Germany

Studienkreis Group

Provider of tutoring services

Services & Solutions

Bochum, Germany

AKAD University

Online university

Services & Solutions

Stuttgart, Germany

Publicitas

Advertising marketer

Services & Solutions

Zurich, Switzerland

B+P Gerüstbau

Scaffold building and construction site
set-up services

Services & Solutions

Berlin,
Germany

Transform

Provider of surgical and non-surgical
cosmetic procedures

Services & Solutions

Manchester,
United Kingdom

Allied Healthcare

Home care provider

Services & Solutions

Hatfield, United Kingdom

Working Links

Provider of professional and
social rehabilitation services

Services & Solutions

Middlesbrough,
United Kingdom

Scholl Footwear

Supplier of health and comfort shoes

Retail &
Consumer Products

Milan,
Italy

MEZ

Supplier of handcraft products

Retail &
Consumer Products

Kenzingen,
Germany

Conaxess Trade-Group

Distributor for
Fast Moving Consumer Goods

Retail &
Consumer Products

Copenhagen,
Denmark

Calumet Photographic

Multi-channel retailer for
photography equipment

Retail &
Consumer Products

Milton Keynes,
United Kingdom
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In total, AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA has included 434 subsidiaries in its consolidated financial
statements. The immaterial subsidiaries and associates are recognized as financial instruments within the meaning of IAS 39.
In the first half of 2016, AURELIUS consolidated four corporate groups for the first time. Valora Trade (today: Conaxess), an exclusive distributor for Fast Moving Consumer Goods with nine branch offices in seven European
countries, was acquired effective January 1, 2016, from the Swiss firm Valora Holding AG. Reuss-Seifert & Hammerl, a leading European manufacturer of spacers made of plastic, steel, and concrete, as well as construction
films and other consumables for the concrete construction industry, was also acquired effective January 1, 2016.
On June 6, 2016, AURELIUS acquired Calumet International Ltd. from Calumet Holdings Inc. The transaction includes the photography retailer Calumet Photographic and the professional lighting producer Bowens Lighting.
On June 28, 2016, AURELIUS acquired Working Links, a leading provider of professional and social rehabilitation
and reintegration services with operations in the UK, the Republic of Ireland, and the Middle East.
As of June 30, 2016, AURELIUS’ subsidiary SOLIDUS Solutions acquired the commercial activities of the Abelan
Group in Germany and the Netherlands, comprising a paper mill in Viersen (Germany) and a solid board packaging
plant in Zutphen in the Netherlands, as part of add-on acquisitions. The CMC (Colt Managed Cloud) cloud business of Colt Group S.A. was also acquired and integrated into Getronics, an ICT services subsidiary of AURELIUS.
In March 2016, AURELIUS sold its investment in fidelis HR GmbH, the provider of software and Business Process
Outsourcing for personnel departments, to SD Worx, a leading provider of human resource services in Europe,
based in Antwerp, Belgium. AURELIUS also successfully placed 2,100,000 shares of the Group subsidiary Berentzen
Group AG with institutional investors as part of a private placement. An additional 10.4 percent was sold to the
Dutch investment company Monolith in April. Since then, AURELIUS has held less than 20 percent of Berentzen
Group AG and recognizes it accordingly using equity method accounting. In May 2016, the investment in TAVEX
EUROPE was sold to a Spanish consortium of investors.
In accordance with the requirements of IFRS 8, individual corporate groups have been assigned to the Industrial
Production, Services & Solutions, and Retail & Consumer Products segments for segment reporting purposes (see
also Note 4 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements).
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION SEGMENT (IP)
SECOP

With its head office in Flensburg (Deutschland), SECOP is a leading manufacturer of hermetic compressors for refrigerators and freezers, light commercial applications and 12-24-48 Volt DC compressors for mobile applications.
The Company has production plants in Europe and China at its disposal and has belonged to the AURELIUS Group
since 2010.
Current developments
SECOP’s business performed very well in the first half of 2016. In particular, the Light Commercial and DC Powered
divisions recorded considerably growth in all regions and continue a positive trend from 2015. The capital expenditures in the expansion of the distribution network and the distribution structure are paying off. The Light Commercial division grew considerably, in particular as a result of targeted investments in the American market.
The trend in the Light Commercial division for the environmentally friendly refrigerant hydrocarbon is gaining
more and more momentum and good results can also be seen here due to the investments made by SECOP into
new product development in previous years.
SECOP recorded major growth in the area of household appliances in the Variable Speed segment and consequently continued the robust trend from 2015. The sales results in the area of household appliances for Fixed
Speed fell short of expectations due to a slow start in the fiscal year. However, the strong performance in all other
segments and regions compensated the stagnating revenues in this area.

Overall, the company recorded a very well start for 2016 and anticipates that it will continue the positive trend
also in the second half of the year and thus achieve the annual target set for it.
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HANSEYACHTS

HanseYachts AG, based in Greifswald, is one of the world’s top three manufacturers of ocean-going sailboats and
motor yachts with a hull length of around 29 to 67 feet (roughly corresponds to 10 to 21 meters). The company has
been a subsidiary of AURELIUS since 2011. Its products are innovative and well-established on the market and have
a long history. HanseYachts produces under five different brand names: Hanse, Dehler, Moody, Fjord, and Sealine.
The entire product portfolio ranges over more than 30 different models.
The company has ultra-modern production facilities in Germany and Poland and is represented in 95 countries
around the world through distributorships and distribution partners. The company exports more than 80 percent
of its products, and its market share in the core countries of Northern Europe and Australia exceeds 30 percent.
HanseYachts AG share is listed in the General Standard segment of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (ISIN:
DE000A0KF6M8). The corporate bond issue placed in June 2014 (ISIN: DE000A11QHZ0) is listed in the Entry Standard bond segment.
Current developments
The maritime market environment is stable to slightly growing for HanseYachts, whereby North America and Asia
are driving this revenue growth. Despite the geopolitical crises in Ukraine, the Middle East, and Western Africa,
unit sales are stable in Europe. The water sports market is even experiencing a modest revival in Italy and Spain.
HanseYachts once again generated clear revenue growth with its products in fiscal year 2015/16 (as of June 30,
2016). The revenue growth can be attributed to the motorboat business and substantiates the strategically correct decision made recently to invest in this market. Together with Fjord brand’s power boats, the motorboats
sold represent around 30 percent of sales revenue. However, the majority of revenues can still be attributed to
the sailboat business, whereby the sailing yachts of the Hanse brand constitute the largest portion of revenues as
in the previous year.
With a steadily growing distribution network, the intensified financial commitment in motor yachts, the current
product innovations, and the positive customer feedback, HanseYachts considers itself to be well-positioned in
the water sports market. The presentation of sailing and motorboat brands and the broad range of models at all
important boat trade fairs as well as further new developments will once again form the cornerstone for the
distribution success of the coming fiscal year 2016/17.

ISOCHEM GROUP

Acquired by AURELIUS at the start of 2010, the ISOCHEM Group is a leading supplier of fine chemicals, with production plants and research and development facilities in France and the United Kingdom. Based in Vert-le-Petit
(France), the company offers its customers, many of which are in the pharmaceutical and specialty chemicals industries, wide-ranging expertise in the development of complex, multi-level syntheses, from laboratory scale
through to industrial production.

R EPORT OF T H E F I R ST HA LF YEAR
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Current developments
ISOCHEM’s strategy of refocusing on the pharmaceuticals business with a particular emphasis on customer-specific syntheses has been completely implemented. Following the reorientation initiated in 2011, the company has
enjoyed strong growth and fast-rising productivity. After the robust growth in the core cGMP business with pharmaceutical customers of more than 30 percent in 2015, moderate growth is expected for the current year based
the figures for the first half of the year.
The main growth driver remains the growing demand for the company’s customer-specific synthesis products.
The corporate group operating out of France and the UK also exports far more and succeeded in gaining market
share and new customers in North America in the past year in particular.
Considering its numerous new products and well-filled development pipeline, ISOCHEM anticipates a sustainably
positive development going forward. For 2016, the ISOCHEM Group expects moderate sales growth in its core
business. The step for further restructuring planned for 2016 in the non-core agrochemicals area at the Pont-deClaix location is well into its implementation, which will lead to permanently lower costs and break-even results
for this activity in the coming years.

CALACHEM

Based in Grangemouth (Scotland), CalaChem is a producer of fine chemicals focusing on agrochemicals and specialty chemicals. Besides producing fine chemicals, the company also operates an Industrial Services division,
which provides a wide range of services for the adjacent Earls Gate industrial estate, including the treatment of
industrial waste water, the provision of process steam, and the supply of electricity. CalaChem has belonged to
AURELIUS since 2010.
Current developments
CalaChem realized good results in the first half of 2016, despite a decline in trading volume. Production volume in
the agrochemicals segment was lower than expected, as lower grain prices and increasing inflation in particular
in developing countries such as Brazil and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) had a negative impact
on demand. This trend is expected to persist into 2017. Experts do not expect growth again until 2018.
The project pipeline for the special chemicals division currently looks very promising with a series of interesting
inquiries that, should they pan out, will begin to have an impact on revenue at the end of 2017.
The business with the treatment of industrial waste water in the Industrial Services division continues to go well,
despite a downturn in the oil and gas sector. CALACHEM benefits here from the modernization of the two treatment tanks in 2015, which resulted in a considerable improvement in performance and capacity. CALACHEM intends to grow in the Industrial Services area by making further investments in energy production. The documents
for the planned thermal power plant have meanwhile been submitted. As a result of these plans, a new company
decided to construct a production facility in CALACHEM’s Earls Gate Park.
Due to the improved cost structure resulting from the restructuring measures in 2015, CALACHEM expects satisfactory operating results for 2016. The number of new projects should increase in the next few years in light of
improved market prospects.
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BRIAR CHEMICALS

Briar Chemicals, based in Norwich (UK), is an independent contract manufacturer and producer of agrochemicals
and fine chemicals. Acquired by AURELIUS in 2012, the company currently produces mainly chemical agents and
intermediates for herbicides. These serve to protect both cereals and farm animals from disease and also to boost
yields. Briar Chemicals’ products are also key inputs in the leather, fabrics, and plastics industries.
Current developments
Briar Chemicals once again achieved good results overall in the first half of 2016, even though the trading volume
in the chemicals business declined on the back of a persistent industry-wide trend to reduce inventories. Briar
Chemicals minimized the effects of this decrease in demand by further improving its cost structure.
The company’s marketing and distribution activities are increasingly paying off. The number of meetings with
prospective customers increased thanks to the company’s expanded market presence and its high standards of
quality in contract manufacturing.
One of Briar Chemicals’ greatest strengths is the generally high technical standard of its production facilities and
technologies in which the company regularly invests. In 2016, a new super-efficient boiler was constructed to
generate steam. The control system on one of the most important production units and the electrical infrastructure is currently being modernized. These capital expenditures are part of the company’s efforts to continually
optimize its cost structure.
Briar Chemicals expects to record a satisfactory result in 2016. In 2016 and 2017, the company will turn its attention to expanding its customer base while continuing its cost-cutting programs in order to remain the first choice
for its regular customers going forward.

EVOLVE POLYMERS (FORMER: ECOPLASTICS)

EVOLVE Polymers (formerly: ECOPlastics) is one of the leading plastic bottle recycling companies in Europe. The

company operates one of the world’s biggest and most modern plastic recycling centers in Hemswell (United
Kingdom). The plant has an annual capacity of approx. 150,000 tons of PET bottles, representing about 35 percent
of the total of plastic bottles recycled in the UK every year. Since it was founded in 2000, EVOLVE Polymers has
occupied a leading position in the British market, mainly due to the development of new rPET products. EVOLVE
Polymers works with large companies, local authorities, and waste-disposal firms and has been a part of the
AURELIUS Group since the end of December 2014.
Current developments
The consolidation in the market for recycling that began in the past year continued and the number of competitors in the market fell once again. EVOLVE Polymers has established itself in this environment as the last remaining rPET recycler for food grade applications in the United Kingdom. Nearly two-thirds of its revenues are gener-
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ated in the high margin market segment of PET bottles and high end food films for the packaging industry.
Demand continues to rise.
The reorientation of EVOLVE Polymers is focusing in particular on increasing the efficiency of production and further reducing the cost basis.
Shipments to the AURELIUS Group entity Regain Polymers, one of the leading compounders and recyclers of postuse, hard plastics in the UK, is off to a good start and will be expanded in 2016 as a result of an increase in capital
expenditures on the part of EVOLVE Polymers. Further growth potential can be tapped on short notice thanks to
the close cooperation with Regain Polymers.

SOLIDUS

SOLIDUS, headquartered in Bad Nieuweschans (the Netherlands), is the leading manufacturer and processor of
solid board products with ten production sites in Benelux, Germany, and the United Kingdom and distribution
sites in France and Norway.
SOLIDUS focuses mainly on providing Green Packaging – environmentally friendly, recyclable packaging solutions

ranging from shelf-ready packaging and trays for the beverages, vegetables, fish, and meat industries as well as
packaging for flowers to cartons and boxes for book spines, folders, and luxury packaging. In addition, rolls and
sheets are distributed to industrial customers for further processing.
Current developments
SOLIDUS’ growth plans were advanced in a competitive market environment characterized by fluctuating ex-

change rates and rising raw materials costs as a result of successful acquisition of the northern activities of the
Abelan Group. Significant distribution and production synergies are expected from the strategic collaboration
with Abelan. In addition, the three-year program to increase efficiency and profitability begun in 2015 was consistently advanced with more than 40 separate projects. Among other things, this includes the enhancement of
synergies between the sites by the end of the year by completing the organizational restructuring and expanding
a universal supply chain after successfully implementing a new ERP system.
As a result of the approval of an investment program of more than EUR 10 million in the production infrastructure
of the individual sites lasting until the end of 2017, the course was set for increased competitiveness and a permanent increase in productivity.
Even though the reductions in costs and working capital achieved in the first half of the year contributed significantly to SOLIDUS’ result, the management expects earnings to be at the previous year’s level for the full year 2016
due to contrary developments on the procurement side. At the beginning of 2017, the clearly positive effect from
the completed restructuring and additional synergies from the new acquisition will be reflected in SOLIDUS’ results.
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REGAIN POLYMERS

Regain Polymers is the UK’s leading compounder and recycler of post-use, hard plastics. Founded in 1991, it has its
headquarters and modern recycling plant in Allerton Bywater (Yorkshire/UK). Regain Polymers was acquired by
AURELIUS in July 2015. The company specializes in the extrusion of recycled hard plastics tailored to the exact
specifications of its customers, which come from the automotive, environmental, horticultural, packaging, and
construction industries. The company’s broad product portfolio spans polymers like high-density polyethylene
(HDPE), polypropylene (PP), talc-filled polypropylene (PPT), and polystyrene (PS) as well as other customer-specific
plastics. Its current extrusion capacity across eight extrusion lines totals around 46,000 tons per year. The company operates two wash plants and other material preparation facilities with an annual production capacity of
28,000 tons, allowing it to remove contaminants like paper, metal, and other contaminants prior to reprocessing.
Current developments
A series of restructuring measures were implemented following the acquisition by AURELIUS in July 2015 that have
led the company out of the red and contributed significantly to increasing EBITDA compared to the first half of the
prior year. Business performance in the first half of the year was largely stable, even though market price fluctuations weakened the margin. The initiated restructuring measures will also be continued in the second half of 2016
and supplemented by major investments in productivity, efficiency, and quality improvements. New products
and customers will further increase gross profits in the second half of 2016.
A new cooperation for the manufacture of railway ties from recycled plastic was formed by contract in March and
will contribute to profitably increasing the utilization of production capacities throughout the year starting in the
second half of the year.
Regain Polymers successfully introduced a new procurement strategy in the past few months that successively
secures the more stable and more profitable supply of the necessary raw materials. For 2016, the management
expects a rising level of revenues and volumes as well as a clear increase in earnings.

REUSS-SEIFERT & HAMMERL

Reuss-Seifert & Hammerl is a leading European manufacturer of spacers made of plastic, steel, and concrete as
well as construction films, dimpled sheets, and various consumables for the concrete construction industry. Reuss-Seifert is based in Sprockhövel, North-Rhine Westphalia, while Hammerl’s head office is located in Gemmrigheim near Stuttgart. Most of the revenues are generated with customers in Germany, the Benelux states,
Scandinavia, France, Austria, and Switzerland. Its customer relationships are stable, some of which have been in
place for decades. Reuss-Seifert & Hammerl was acquired by AURELIUS in January 2016.
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Current developments
After years of the economic crisis, the construction industry in the German and European markets has recovered
again. The majority of the competition comprises small and medium-sized enterprises, whereby some providers
gained extensive market shares in the past few years by means of highly aggressive pricing policies. Reuss-Seifert
& Hammerl was characterized in the first half of 2016 by the quick and successful completion of the carve-out
with numerous legal, financial, and administrative aspects. In addition to the acquisition and stabilization of its
operating business, initially necessary restructuring measures were quickly defined and implemented.
A permanent improvement in the cost structure is expected to be achieved in particular by consolidating the numerous production sites and shifting extensive production activities abroad to Eastern European countries. In
addition, the product portfolio should be streamlined, inventories adjusted, and the price of unprofitable products adjusted.
The second half of the year will be characterized by the further implementation of the restructuring measures.
Parallel to this, the requirements for the future growth program are to be worked out, i.e. the future market positioning and further development of the product program as well as distribution and price strategies.
The successful start in a stable market environment with an expected modest growth until 2017 represents a
sound basis for the comprehensive reorientation of the corporate group in the coming months.
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SERVICES & SOLUTIONS SEGMENT (S&S)
GHOTEL GROUP

The GHOTEL Group operates 11 hotels and apartment blocks in central locations in eight major German cities, including Hamburg, Hanover, and Munich. The company offers attractive facilities, well-equipped conference
rooms and contemporary living solutions in its modern business and leisure hotels. The GHOTEL Group primarily
targets travelers who are looking for good value and high-quality service in the mid-range price segment. The
GHOTEL Group has been a member of the AURELIUS Group since 2006.
Current developments
At the beginning of the new fiscal year, the hotel operations of GHOTEL hotel & living München-Zentrum located
in the center of Munich were shuttered, since the property was sold to a local investor who intends to use the
property for another purpose. The property will continue to be managed by GHOTEL GmbH as an apartment
building until the end of 2016.
The remaining hotels had a very successful start in the fiscal year. Surplus revenue of EUR 1 million was recorded
in the first six months of the year. The revenue per available room capacity (RevPar) was increased by 6.3 percent
compared to the first half of the prior year. Total occupancy remains a very high 74 percent.
In order to continue offering the guests the greatest possible comfort, the restaurant in Hannover was renovated.
Since May, the GHOTEL restaurant & bar Hannover now receives its guests in a brighter and more friendly space.
The Group’s internet presence was also overhauled and has presented itself in a fresher, more modern design
since April 2016.
The pre-opening phase for the new GHOTEL hotel & living Essen is currently underway. The hotel management
tends to the building’s needs from the head office in Bonn. The new building is already listed in numerous important portals and reservations can be made. The new salaried employees have already been successfully trained in
Koblenz and Würzburg.

LD DIDACTIC

An AURELIUS Group company since 2009, Hürth-based LD Didactic is a leading provider of technical teaching systems for schools, universities, commerce, and industry. The Group offers complete solutions for general science
education and continuing education in technology and engineering.
Current developments
The German market for general education and professional certification materials did not improve significantly in
the first half of 2016 after an already weak 2015. LD Didactic’s export business is currently fluctuating in an uncer-
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tain market environment as a result of political unrest and in particular due to the weak price of oil. Overall, LD
Didactic’s business is falling considerably short of its plan due to market conditions. The company is currently focusing on various restructuring measures in order to adequately react to the new market situation by reducing
costs and complexity.
LD Didactic once again presented numerous product innovations in the first half of the year, for example the new
WLAN-compatible Mobile Cassy 2, which was positively received on the market. LD Didactic has responded to the
growing importance of e-mobility by developing a battery trainer. With respect to distribution, LD Didactic is focusing in particular on improving its international market coverage and penetration.
LD Didactic is basing its medium-term planning on the assumption of clear growth based on a general market

recovery and an increase in market share.

GETRONICS

Getronics is an ICT system integrator with a history that dates back more than 125 years. With offerings in the
fields of workspace management services, connectivity, data centers, applications, and consulting, Getronics is
broadly positioned to successfully serve national and international corporations and public-sector organizations
all over the world. With a global portfolio of offerings, the company ensures that it can offer consistent services
worldwide, in cooperation with its partners in the Getronics Workspace Alliance (GWA). Acquired by AURELIUS in
May 2012, the group has over 5,000 employees in Europe, South America, and Southeast Asia.
Current developments
Getronics operates in a market environment that continues to be characterized by consolidation and lively takeover activity on the supplier side. On the whole, ICT expenditures remained roughly the same across all target
markets in the past six months. Customers on the outsourcing side in particular are increasingly interested in
obtaining all possible services from a single source. This is due to the technological fusion ranging from infrastructure to applications and the associated demand for cloud-based solutions.
Getronics’ revenues exceeded the industry average in the first half of 2016. Earnings were increased in particular
by rolling out new services. At the same time, the expansion of cross-selling and up-selling measures led to a considerable increase in the application business in the United Kingdom as well as in the affiliation with connectis in
Spain.
The acquisition of Colt’s cloud operations by the Getronics Group was completed in the first half of the year. The
capacities in the Managed Cloud area were thereby significantly and permanently expanded. The first cross-selling activities with existing Getronics customers have already led to the formation of new contracts. Numerous
new customers have been acquired in the United Kingdom, Belgium, Spain, and other countries. In addition, the
international dovetailing in connection with the Global Workspace Alliance provided for an expanding deal pipeline.
The current customer satisfaction survey by Whitelane certifies Getronics’ high level of customer satisfaction. For
example, Getronics ranked 4th overall in the United Kingdom and even took 1st place in the category of end user
service with 94 percent satisfaction. According to the survey, Getronics improved its ranking in Belgium to 5th
place.
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The integration of Colt’s cloud operations along with the associated 250 employees and 600 customers in eleven
countries will be completed in the second half of the year. As a result of the recently acquired new customers and
considering the well-filled deal pipeline, Getronics expects a clear increase in revenues and earnings in the second
half of the year, as well.

BRIGHTONE

With about 600 employees in Germany, the Netherlands, and Poland, brightONE provides forward-looking technology development and results-oriented consulting services in the field of cross-sector information and communications technology. In this context, the company develops customer-specific applications and solutions in the
ICT sector by applying the interdisciplinary expertise it has built up in the following sectors: banking and insurance, energy and utilities, automotive and hi-tech/manufacturing, and telecommunications and IT services. The
corporate group, which has been part of the AURELIUS Group since 2013, has many years of experience in the fields
of IT/ICT consulting and customer-specific system integration and now also boasts a broad range of ICT platform
solutions and products developed in-house.
Current developments
The advancing digital transformation and the expansion of cloud-based services represent the predominant
trends of the industry.
The consulting segment has attracted new core projects for the implementation and further development of
company-wide, integrated customer service platforms at well-known banks, insurers, and energy providers by
developing add-on modules for cloud solutions and introducing them to the market. In addition, the growth
topic of cognitive computing is consistently refined in small teams of experts and integrated into product solutions.
The Communication & Testing Services segment has established itself as a strategic provider of solutions in its
market environment and has further expanded its market share in Germany by consolidating its regional and
sector-based distribution channels.
For 2016, the brightONE subsidiary in the Netherlands has again proved to be a partner and trendsetter for its
customers in the Benelux region, while consistently and successfully advancing the diversification of its portfolio
of offerings and customers. Demand for software development and system integration services in the two robustly growing brightONE development centers in Poland rose considerably in the past year. The Polish company
also succeeded in attracting reputable regional customers, thereby successively expanding its market share in the
significantly growing Polish ICT market.
Based on the successful advancement f its own products, close cooperation with leading platform providers, and
the expansion of its customer base in new industry and service sectors, brightONE expects the development of
its customer and orders portfolios to be sustainably positive this year as well. AURELIUS plans to integrate parts of
brightONE into the AURELIUS subsidiary Getronics.
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STUDIENKREIS GROUP

Acquired by AURELIUS at the start of 2013, the Studienkreis Group, headquartered in Bochum, is one of Europe’s
largest private sector education providers. The company offers professional tutoring services to students in elementary school to high school in roughly 1,000 locations around Germany. Founded more than 40 years ago, the
Studienkreis Group has assisted more than one and a half million students to date, making it one of the leading
providers in the growing segment of tutoring services.
Current developments
The market for professional tutoring services proved to be stable in the first half of 2016. On the one hand, there
is a growing readiness on the part of institutions to consider professional tutoring services; on the other hand,
supplementary services such as online tutoring are becoming increasingly important as a result of the increasing
digitization. The company continued down its growth path in the first half of the year and realized considerable
revenue growth. A clear increase in the number of students was a major driver of this result. All Studienkreis locations were open during the entire summer vacation for the first time in 2016. The Studienkreis Group expects the
positive trend to continue in the second half of 2016, associated with an attractively priced summer vacation
course offer – courses can be completed directly online for the first time – and the resulting follow-on contracts.
With students that are subsidized over the federal government’s education and participation package, the Studienkreis Group realized a disproportionately high rate of student and revenue growth in the first half of 2016.
Consequently, children from socially weaker families increasingly have the opportunity to improve their grades
with the company’s professional tutoring services.
The concentration of the self-managed locations continued with more than 10 new openings in the first half of
2016. The Studienkreis Group remained on its course of growth in the first half of 2016 also thanks to the continu-

ing, extremely dynamic growth in online tutoring services as well as through numerous newly formed franchise
contracts.

AKAD UNIVERSITY

Stuttgart-based AKAD University is an innovative provider of distance learning programs leading to government-accredited degrees, as well as continuing education programs that facilitate flexible, individual, and efficient learning while still working. With more than 60,000 successful graduates since 1959, AKAD is one of the pioneers in private-sector education in Germany. AKAD University offers over 60 bachelor’s degree, master’s degree,
and certificate programs aimed primarily at working people, so they can lay the groundwork for successful career
development. As a leading provider in the market of private sector distance schools, AKAD University occupies a
strong market position and enjoys an excellent reputation among employers. It has belonged to AURELIUS since
June 2014.
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Current developments
The German distance-learning market for academic qualifications and non-academic training is being influenced
by different social trends. First, many professions and careers require an academic qualification. In response,
AKAD University offers both bachelor’s programs as the first academic degree after a vocational training program
and master’s degrees for which prior academic study is a necessary prerequisite. In addition, the demand for experts and managers who think in interdisciplinary terms is rising. The distance-learning market is benefiting from
the resulting demand for lifelong learning; it has been growing by an average of five percent per year since 2012.
The market participants have considerably expanded their product portfolios in recent years in order to participate in this growth. In the future, the competitive landscape will be strongly characterized by digitization due to
the new possibilities in e-learning.
AKAD University started the first half of 2016 well. The new study program model, which began in 2015, is oriented
toward the greatest possible flexibility and efficiency for students and is being well-received on the market. This
is also reflected in a high degree of customer satisfaction. This is supported by a new digitization strategy to be
implemented in the second half of 2016 that builds on the already highly developed AKAD Online Campus. Three
further levers to generate growth include continuing to improve the quality of services rendered, for which an
integrated quality management system was installed, increasing market efficiency, and expanding the B2B business in particular in the second half of the year.

PUBLICITAS

Publicitas is a leading media sales company headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland, and represented in more than
20 countries of the world. Thanks to its cross-media portfolio comprising more than 8,000 ad offerings in Switzerland and other countries, Publicitas gives advertisers and agencies the ability to place their advertising message
precisely where it will reach their target groups. The company was founded in 1855. Today, roughly 700 employees
handle media placements in the best-known daily newspapers, luxury magazines, outdoor advertising, TV and
radio stations, as well as mobile and digital platforms, in more than 100 countries. Publicitas has been a member
of the AURELIUS Group since June 2014.
Current developments
The traditional print market declined by approximately nine percent year-on-year and continues to remain very
challenging. The print runs of daily newspapers and magazines continue to fall in 2016 as print media are increasingly being supplanted by digital media in everyday life. Digital advertising expenses increased by 15 percent in 2016.
Thanks to its expertise and position as a cost leader, Publicitas succeeded in further expanding its full-service offering for publishers this year, including internationally. At the beginning of the second quarter of 2016, Publicitas
went “live” internationally with its Admarket platform, which is already successful in Switzerland. This enables
advertisers to select and automatically book the proper print media worldwide over target group definitions. The
platform is popular with agencies as well as with direct customers.
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In addition, Publicitas continues to prioritize the expansion of its digital activities. As a result of its excellent position, Publicitas is continuing the sales offensive started in the past year and is consistently hiring additional sales
personnel in the areas of Digital and Content. In addition to expanding the TV portfolio, a Digital and TV sales offensive continues to be successfully implemented.
The planning, booking, and processing of ad placements in all types of media is being increasingly automated.
Support processes such as accounting, order handling, and other administrative processes are being successively
outsourced to the established Shared Service Center AdBackoffice in Bratislava (Slovakia), thereby contributing to
further cost-savings and increasing efficiency. The past year was a period of business consolidation for Publicitas.
In the first half of 2016 the business has been further consolidated.

B+P GERÜSTBAU

Based in Wandlitz/Berlin, B+P Gerüstbau is the leading scaffold builder and construction site services provider in
Berlin-Brandenburg. The company offers its customers a broad range of construction site services, including scaffolding of all kinds, elevators and powered access solutions, winter heating systems, logistics management and
planning. Besides being essential for any construction work, these services also make an important contribution
to occupational safety on work sites. Aside from various smaller and medium-size projects in residential and commercial construction, the company focuses on large-scale monument protection and infrastructure projects.
AURELIUS acquired a majority interest in B+P Gerüstbau effective September 30, 2014, as part of a long-term succession arrangement.
Current developments
The core markets in public and private new construction and redevelopment continue to develop dynamically.
Demand for the services offered by B+P Gerüstbau remains correspondingly at a high level. In addition to numerous small and medium-sized projects in residential and commercial construction, the existing major projects are
also making a sustainable contribution to the business. Therefore, the performance and earnings targets were
adjusted slightly up as part of ongoing planning. In addition to a series of standard projects, there are currently
two new major projects in the acquisition pipeline; consequently, business can be expected to remain good also
beyond the end of 2016.
B+P Gerüstbau invested in scaffolding and equipment also in fiscal year 2016, whereby the investment rate will be
slightly lower in 2016 following the higher values in prior years. The company continues to make great efforts to
find additional technical personnel and apprentices, as the need for qualified workers remains high. The increasing lack of skilled workers represents a perceptible impediment to growth for the first time this year.
B+P Gerüstbau achieved its goals in the first half of 2016. Based on a strong order book in the core market, the
company assumes that business performance will be successful in the second half of the year. The activities to
acquire scaffolding contractors outside of the core region of Berlin-Brandenburg in the course of succession issues are being further intensified. Promising negotiations are now being conducted with several companies. In
addition, the construction of an own branch office in a West German growth region should contribute to the
growth of the company starting next year.
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TRANSFORM

Transform is the leading provider of surgical and non-surgical cosmetic procedures in the UK. Transform comprises 27 clinics across England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland, as well as two dedicated cosmetic surgery
hospitals in Manchester and London. Transform was acquired by the AURELIUS Group in June 2015.
Current developments
During the first half of 2016, Transform concentrated on expanding its operations to further improve quality of
treatment and patient satisfaction. Transform recently began offering surgical fat transfer procedures as well as
fat removal through chemical injections. Transform is currently looking into possibly using 3D technology to provide better consultation for patients. This would allow patients to see the results of a procedure in a virtual setting before having the operation.
The company is currently modernizing its IT infrastructure and optimizing its business processes. Transform aims
to improve patient experience while also increasing efficiency and transparency within the organization. A completely integrated software system will not only control demand planning processes, but also client management
and the management of patients’ medical records. The system is expected to be installed by fall 2016. Reorientation of the clinics continued, and a new regional structure was established, comprising eight geographical regions, each with its own regional manager. A comprehensive staff training program is intended to increase the
employees’ product knowledge and boost service quality.
Transform’s operating profit significantly improved in the first half of the year. The higher efficiency made possible through a cost reduction program along with measures taken to increase productivity had a noticeable impact. Additionally, the number of costly body and facial surgical procedures increased in the first half of the year.

ALLIED HEALTHCARE

Allied Healthcare is the largest home care provider in the UK and allows those who are care-dependent to live at
home for a longer period of time. Allied Healthcare is also a leading provider of healthcare staffing services in the
emergency care sector for the state healthcare system and local governments, as well as a majority owner of a
large provider of home care in Ireland. With branches in England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, and Northern Ireland,
the company makes over 20 million home visits a year.
Current developments
The market environment for Allied Healthcare continues to be challenging. However, Allied Healthcare is in a
good position to benefit from the financial imbalances faced by some market participants and the resulting market consolidation. The company has employed a rigorous and extensive restructuring program, which was
launched to better protect itself from macroeconomic fluctuations. As a result, the cost basis continues to be lean
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and flexible. The amount of company sites is expected to be reduced over the next 18 months as part of location
optimization and total costs should decrease accordingly. Operational procedures will also be reduced. Increased
investments are expected to secure Allied Healthcare’s position as a market leader. By acquiring and implementing a new management information system, the company was able to achieve rapid results. In the first half of
2016, the reorientation focused on retaining existing employees as well as hiring new employees to establish a
stable basis for future company growth, a tactical approach that will be continued into the second half of the
year.

WORKING LINKS

Working Links is a leading provider of professional and social rehabilitation services with branch offices in the
United Kingdom, Ireland, and the Middle East. The company, which was established in 2000, based in Middlesbrough with more than 70 branch offices all across the United Kingdom offers programs for professional and social rehabilitation and is also active on behalf of the state. Since 2015, the company has tended to the long-term
reintegration of criminals with low to moderate risk of recidivism on behalf of the British Ministry of Justice.
Working Links has belong to AURELIUS since June 2016.
Current developments
Working Links achieved its expected revenue targets for the first half of 2016. The topic of long-term unemployment in particular with respect to physically and mentally disadvantaged individuals remains one of the United
Kingdom’s greatest challenges. Therefore, Working Links is focusing its efforts especially on this area. The market
for job placement in the United Kingdom is characterized by strong competition and low but stable margins. The
market for external services in the area of justice is relatively new and therefore offers greater growth opportunities. Bordering markets such as caring for the mentally ill, professional training, and aide for children continue to
offer solid growth opportunities for Working Links’ business model. Working Links also sees growth potential internationally.
Working Links’ business is developing increasingly from individual solutions toward standard, comprehensive infrastructure that should serve as a platform for all contracts and new business. This reorganization is fundamental and so far incomplete. It will considerably improve the company’s cost basis. This transformation process
should be further accelerated through the support of AURELIUS.
Working Links has a few new programs in the pipeline that should provide new business in the next few years.
The share of fixed costs should be reduced if the company exceeds a certain critical size, thereby increasing overall
profitability. Suitable add-on acquisitions are also planned for this purpose. As a platform, Working Links should
advance the consolidation of the industry in the United Kingdom.
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RETAIL & CONSUMER PRODUCTS SEGMENT (R&P)
SCHOLL FOOTWEAR

Scholl Footwear is a manufacturer of shoes offering a high degree of comfort, which sells its shoes in Europe, Asia,
the Middle East, and Australia. In Europe, the company’s shoes are mainly sold in pharmacies and medical supply
stores. In Asia, the Middle East, and Australia, they are also sold in shoe stores. Scholl Footwear enjoys very widespread brand recognition of up to 80 percent in its main markets. At the present time, Italy, France, Thailand, and
Malaysia are considered to be the most important markets for Scholl Footwear. The company has positioned itself as the expert for comfortable shoes. Design and development for Europe and the Middle East are conducted
in Italy; Australia and Asia have their own development centers.
Current developments
In Europe, pre-orders for the important summer season rose sharply year-on-year in the first half of 2016, whereas
subsequent orders fell short of expectations due to poor weather in the Southern European core markets. Supported by clear growth in the e-commerce segment and the acquisition of new distributors in Russia, among
other places, a positive revenue trend compared to the previous year is expected for the full year.
The business in Asia developed differently based on region as in 2015; continued satisfactory development in particular in Thailand was offset once again by the difficult market environment in Malaysia, based on which revenues overall are expected to remain at the previous year’s level.

CONAXESS TRADE GROUP

Conaxess Trade Group (formerly: Valora Trade) is Europe’s largest independent distributor for Fast Moving Consumer Goods and high-quality cosmetic and beauty products. The Group has belonged to AURELIUS since January
1, 2016. Conaxess Trade Group has marketing organizations throughout Scandinavia and the German-speaking
countries (Germany, Switzerland, and Austria). The Group represents, promotes, and distributes brands that normally would not maintain their own market in these countries. Conaxess Trade Group’s clients comprise more
than 200 brand owners, ranging from special brands to global brands. Branded products are marketed specifically through diverse retail and wholesale channels, from kiosks and specialty retailers to large international retail
and wholesale corporations.
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Current developments
The Group is presently influenced by two trends in particular: Firstly, brand manufacturers are seeking more international partners with contacts and brand management in several countries and markets, and secondly, the concentration trend in the trade landscape is advancing.
During its first six months with the AURELIUS Group, Conaxess Trade Group developed in accordance with budget
planning. The first half of 2016 was characterized by securing the partnership with the trademark holder in
AURELIUS’ environment and rebranding and repositioning Valora Trade as Conaxess Trade. Central management
and other functions were streamlined, and country-related improvement measures in the national subsidiaries
were ironed out and implemented.
Both entities in the cosmetic sector acquired by AURELIUS are market leaders in Norway and Sweden. New establishments were added in Denmark and Finland, thus creating the Scandinavian Cosmetics Group, which is already
a leading distributor in the northern European beauty sector and shows further significant growth potential.

MEZ

MEZ is one of the leading suppliers of handcraft products in Europe with a company history spanning more than
200 years. The former European handcrafting business acquired by AURELIUS from the UK-based Coats Group in
July 2015 includes the head office and warehouse located in Kenzingen, Baden-Württemberg, Germany, a production facility in Hungary, and sales offices in 18 European countries. Among other things, the transaction enabled
AURELIUS to pick up the most important brands in Europe in the handcraft categories of knitting, crocheting,
sewing and embroidery: Schachenmayr, Regia, Rowan and Milward, Puppets, Corona, Self Casa, Tre Cerchi, and
Royal Paris. Many further brands and the content of the European website are marketed by AURELIUS under the
terms of a licensing and distribution agreement.

Current development
Following the successful carve-out of the administrative areas and the IT infrastructure in 2015, the focus in the
first half of 2016 was in particular on the restructuring of the company. The implemented measures, which included the reorganization of administrative activities in addition to a focusing of the product portfolio by reducing the product range and the discontinuation of unprofitable areas, have been successfully completed. Among
other things, distribution in Germany was reorganized and geared more toward wholesaling as part of the implemented growth program; new distribution partners were also attracted in the important export markets of the
United Kingdom and the U.S.A.
MEZ believes that the market environment is set to remain difficult. Nevertheless, MEZ expects EBITDA adjusted
for non-recurring effects to break even for 2016, due to the fact that the restructuring was completed faster than
planned.
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CALUMET PHOTOGRAPHIC

Calumet Photographic is a multi-channel retailer for photography equipment and offers brand name products
from reputable manufacturers as well as own-label equipment and services. The Company has 17 locations
across the United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands. Calumet’s growing online business and
its Europe-wide network of special businesses provide a premium purchasing experience for photography lovers, professionals, and companies across all channels. Bowens Lighting, a technology manufacture that produces professional lighting systems for photographers, represents an additional segment of the Group. Calumet
has belonged to the AURELIUS Group since the beginning of June 2016.

Current developments
The current market trend for companies in the area of retailing for photography is declining, in particular in the
lower price segment. Since it was established, Calumet Photographic has concentrated on the premium price
segment, which is developing stably. With the experience and expertise of its employees in the area of professional photography, Calumet is pursuing the goal of inspiring demanding hobby photographers with high quality
technology.
The Group’s revenues are clearly growing, as before in the years 2014 and 2015. Discussions are already being carried out with other leading manufacturers for the planned expansion of the product portfolio.
Together with AURELIUS, Calumet is currently working on planning new projects such as the realization of a new
shop in Frankfurt, the relocation of a shop in London, and investments in the area of renting high quality photography equipment.
Based on the current very positive business trend, Calumet expects additional stimulus as a result of the world
trade fair for photography, “Photokina”, which takes place in Cologne in September.
Bowens Lighting is about to introduce two new highly promising products to the market. They have already been
presented to international distributors and the feedback in the form of pre-orders has been very positive as expected.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE, CASH FLOWS, AND
FINANCIAL POSITION

Financial performance
The consolidated revenues of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA increased by 50 percent to EUR 1,346.7
million in the first half of 2016 (H1 2015: EUR 898.2 million). This increase can be attributed in particular to the
Group entities acquired in the second half of 2015 and the first half of 2016 that are now included in the Group
figures for the first time.
The key date for the initial consolidation or inclusion of a subsidiary in the consolidated financial statements is the
closing date of a transaction, because that is when AURELIUS first attains complete control over the acquired
company. The revenues and earnings of subsidiaries acquired during the year are therefore included proportionately in the consolidated financial statements only as of the date of initial consolidation.
In the first half of 2016, AURELIUS consolidated four corporate groups for the first time. Valora Trade (today: Conaxess) was acquired effective January 1, 2016. Reuss-Seifert & Hammerl was also acquired effective January 1,
2016. AURELIUS acquired Calumet International Ltd. on June 6, 2016, and finally Working Links on June 28, 2016. The
AURELIUS subsidiary SOLIDUS Solutions acquired the business activities of the Abelan Group in Germany and the
Netherlands effective June 30, 2016, as part of add-on acquisitions. The CMC (Colt Managed Cloud) cloud business
of Colt Group S.A. was also acquired and integrated into Getronics, an ICT services subsidiary of AURELIUS.
The companies sold before the reporting date are no longer included in the revenue and earnings figures for the
first half of 2016 or the reference figures for the first half of 2015. These were adjusted in accordance with the
provisions of IFRS 5 (rules governing the accounting treatment of non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations).
This relates to fidelis HR GmbH, the provider of software and business process outsourcing for personnel departments that was sold in March 2016 to SD Worx, a leading provider of human resource services in Europe based in
Antwerp, Belgium. In May 2016, AURELIUS sold TAVEX Europe to a Spanish consortium of investors. Around 32
percent of the listed subsidiary Berentzen Group AG was also placed with institutional investors in the first half of
the year.
In accordance with the requirements of IFRS 8, individual companies have been assigned to the Industrial Production, Services & Solutions and Retail & Consumer Products segments. Please refer to Note 4 of the notes to the
consolidated financial statements for selected key figures on the segments and discontinued operations.
Other operating income increased by 228 percent to EUR 112.3 million (H1 2015: EUR 34.2 million). It includes income
from the reversal of negative goodwill from capital consolidation (bargain purchase) in the amount of EUR 77.3
million from the four new acquisitions in the first half of 2016 (H1 2015: EUR 1.5 million). The fair value measurement to be carried out upon initial consolidation has not yet been completed for any of these acquisitions in the
first half of 2016. Therefore, the figures presented herein as income from bargain purchases are only provisional
figures.
The cost of materials increased by 54 percent to EUR 673.9 million (H1 2015: EUR 438.9 million). Accordingly, the
material intensity was 50 percent in the first half of 2016 (H1 2015: 49%). Personnel expenses increased by 67 per-
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cent to EUR 491.4 million (H1 2015: EUR 295.0 million). The personnel cost ratio reached 36 percent in the first half
of 2016 (H1 2015: 33%).
Other operating expenses increased by 31 percent to EUR 211.3 million (H1 2015: EUR 161.3 million).
Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) increased by 133 percent to EUR 96.6 million (H1 2015: EUR 41.4 million). Amortization of intangible assets and depreciation of property, plant and equipment increased by 15 percent to EUR 45.7 million (H1 2015: EUR 39.7 million). Correspondingly, earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) increased disproportionately to EUR 50.9 million (H1 2015: EUR 1.7 million).
Net profit or loss from continuing operations amounted to EUR 33.3 million (H1 2015: EUR -4.8 million) after deducting net financial expenses in the amount of EUR -9.9 million (H1 2015: EUR -7.4 million) and income taxes in the
amount of EUR -7.7 million (H1 2015: EUR 0.9 million). Profit or loss from discontinued operations amounted to EUR
0.0 million (H1 2015: EUR 64.6 million). In total, consolidated profit or loss amounted to EUR 33.3 million in the first
half of 2016 (H1 2015: EUR 59.8 million). Diluted earnings per share came to EUR 1.06 (H1 2015: EUR -0.15).

Financial position and cash flows
The AURELIUS Group’s total assets decreased by seven percent to EUR 1,794.2 million as of the reporting date June
30, 2016 (December 31, 2015: EUR 1,921.4 million). The changes in the individual items of the statement of financial
position resulted mainly from the changes in the AURELIUS Group’s basis of consolidation, including the consolidation of new subsidiaries for the first time and the deconsolidation of subsidiaries that have been sold.
At EUR 527.7 million, non-current assets were down 16 percent compared to the end of fiscal 2015 and represented
29 percent of total assets (December 31, 2015: EUR 627.8 million or 33% of total assets). The EUR 96.5 million in intangible assets included in this figure (December 31, 2015: EUR 131.6 million) mainly comprised trademarks, industrial property rights, orders on hand, technologies, capitalized research and development expenses, and customer
relationships.
Property, plant and equipment decreased by 17 percent to EUR 358.4 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 430.3 million).
Financial assets increased by 143 percent to EUR 24.5 million compared to the end of 2015 (December 31, 2015: EUR
10.1 million). This was due to the deconsolidation of the Berentzen Group, which is now presented as an investment using equity method accounting. Deferred tax assets decreased to EUR 48.3 million (December 31, 2015: EUR
55.8 million).
Current assets decreased slightly by two percent to EUR 1,266.6 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 1,293.7 million).
Inventories increased by 11 percent to EUR 232.4 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 210.0 million). Trade receivables
increased by 16 percent to EUR 426.7 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 368.1 million). Current income tax assets
amounted to EUR 4.0 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 7.2 million). Other financial assets decreased by 23 percent to
EUR 38.8 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 50.7 million). Other assets increased slightly by four percent to EUR 58.0
million (December 31, 2015: EUR 55.9 million).
Cash and cash equivalents amounted to EUR 414.8 million compared to EUR 548.9 million on December 31, 2015.
The decrease can be attributed in particular to the dividend payment of EUR 76.4 million.
The AURELIUS Group’s equity decreased by 15 percent to EUR 458.7 million compared to the end of 2015 (December
31, 2015: EUR 537.1 million). This corresponds to an equity ratio of 26 percent (December 31, 2015: 28%).
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Non-current liabilities decreased by 14 percent to EUR 490.5 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 570.9 million). This
corresponds to 27 percent of total assets (December 31, 2015: 30%).
Non-current pension obligations decreased by 10 percent to EUR 95.6 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 106.1 million). Provisions increased by twelve percent to EUR 42.4 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 38.0 million).
Non-current financial liabilities recorded a decrease of 19 percent to EUR 205.8 million (December 31, 2015: EUR
253.1 million). Liabilities under finance leases decreased by 37 percent to EUR 10.8 million (December 31, 2015: EUR
17.1 million), while other financial liabilities decreased by 16 percent to EUR 47.3 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 56.2
million). Deferred tax liabilities decreased by 12 percent to EUR 85.2 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 97.1 million).
Current liabilities increased slightly by four percent to EUR 845.1 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 813.5 million). Current provisions increased by 58 percent to EUR 40.7 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 25.7 million). Current financial
liabilities increased by 31 percent to EUR 120.9 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 92.4 million). Liabilities under finance leases amounted to EUR 1.5 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 3.4 million). Trade payables increased by nine
percent to EUR 357.4 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 328.2 million). At EUR 11.5 million, income tax liabilities were
down 14 percent compared to the end of 2015 (December 31, 2015: EUR 13.3 million). Liquor tax liabilities decreased
to zero as a result of the deconsolidation of the Berentzen Group (December 31, 2015: EUR 44.3 million).
Other financial liabilities decreased by 78 percent to EUR 5.8 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 25.8 million). Other
liabilities increased slightly by three percent to EUR 231.7 million (December 31, 2015: EUR 224.4 million).

Development of cash flows
In the first half of 2016, the AURELIUS Group generated a cash flow from operating activities of EUR 18.9 million (H1
2015: EUR 47.7 million). The decrease can be attributed to changes within the working capital as well as bargain
purchases arising on initial consolidation reported under gross cash flow and profit or loss from discontinued operations.
Cash flows from investing activities amounted to EUR 1.9 million (H1 2015: EUR -93.8 million). It includes payments
amounting to EUR 15.2 million for the companies acquired in the first half of 2016 (H1 2015: EUR 4.5 million) and
cash receipts related to the acquisition of shares in the amount of EUR 18.9 million with the purchase of companies (H1 2015: EUR 10.1 million).
Free cash flow amounted to EUR 20.8 million and therefore considerably exceeded the prior-year figure (H1 2015:
EUR -46.1 million).

Cash flows from financing activities in the amount of EUR -145.5 million (H1 2015 EUR -56.2 million) include funds
raised in the form of current financial liabilities in the amount of EUR 17.5 million (H1 2015: EUR 4.2 million) and the
repayment of non-current financial liabilities in the amount of EUR 74.9 million (H1 2015: EUR 4.6 million). In addition, EUR 76.4 million in dividends was distributed to the shareholders of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co.
KGaA in June 2016 (2015: EUR 62.8 million).
Cash and cash equivalents amounted to EUR 414.8 million as of the reporting date June 30, 2016 (December 31,
2015: EUR 548.9 million).
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Employees
As of the reporting date June 30, 2016, the number of employees in the AURELIUS Group decreased slightly to
22,832 (December 31, 2015: 22,898), 11,925 of which were salaried employees and 10,907 of which wage earners.

Important events after the reporting date
AURELIUS acquired The Hospital Group, a provider of surgical and non-surgical cosmetic procedures based in Bir-

mingham, United Kingdom, in July 2016. The Hospital Group is a leading provider of cosmetic procedures in the UK
as well as a market leader in weight loss treatments. The Company operates the largest cosmetic surgery hospital
in Europe together with 15 other clinics across the United Kingdom. The Hospital Group boasts high patient satisfaction rates in its four business areas of cosmetic surgery, weight loss, cosmetic dentistry, and non-surgical treatments.
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CONSOLIDATED INTERIM FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA
for the period from January 1 to June 30, 2016
in kEUR

Notes

1/1/ - 6/30/2016

1/1/ - 6/30/2015

1,346,714

898,185

14,106

4,324

Continuing operations
Revenues

2.1

Change in inventories of finished and semi-finished goods
Other operating income

2.2

112,342

34,163

-673,880

-438,932

-491,383

-295,032

-211,330

-161,349

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization (EBITDA)

96,569

41,359

Amortization and depreciation of intangible assets and
property, plant and equipment

-45,710

-39,675

Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)

50,859

1,684

327

463

Purchased goods and services
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses

2.3

Other interest and similar income

-10,238

-7,867

Net financial income/expenses

Interest and similar expenses

-9,911

-7,404

Earnings before taxes (EBT) from ordinary activities

40,948

-5,720

Income taxes

-7,713

946

Profit/loss after taxes from continuing operations

33,235

-4,774

23

64,564

33,258

59,790

221

10,280

Remeasurement IAS 19

1,988

-/-

Comprehensive income

35,467

70,070

Discontinued operations
Profit/loss from discontinued operations
Consolidated profit/loss
Other comprehensive income (affecting expense or income in the future)
Foreign exchange differences
Other comprehensive income (affecting expense or income in the future)
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Continued
in kEUR

1/1/ - 6/30/2016

1/1/ - 6/30/2015

33,033

59,956

225

-166

35,242

70,236

225

-166

1.06

-0.15

-/-

2.06

1.06

1.91

1.01

-0,15

Share of period profit/loss attributable to
Shareholders of the parent company
Non-controlling interests
Share of comprehensive income/loss attributable to
Shareholders of the parent company
Non-controlling interests
Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share in EUR
From continuing operations
From discontinued operations
Total from continuing and discontinued operations
Diluted earnings per share in EUR
From continuing operations
From discontinued operations
Total from continuing and discontinued operations

-/-

2,06

1.01

1.91
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA at June 30, 2016
ASSETS
in kEUR

Notes

6/30/2016

12/31/2015

Non-current assets
Intangible assets

3.1

96,505

131,612

Property, plant and equipment

3.1

358,354

430,324

Financial assets

3.1

24,511

10,058

Deferred tax assets

48,296

55,767

527,666

627,761

Inventories

232,437

210,014

Trade receivables

426,659

368,057

4,038

7,150

-/-

4

Total non-current assets
Current assets

Current income tax assets
Derivative financial instruments
Other financial assets

38,774

50,694

Other assets

58,017

55,880

Asset-side accruals/deferrals

90,895

52,825

414,843

548,943

906

100

Total current assets

1,266,569

1,293,667

Total assets

1,794,235

1,921,428

Cash and cash equivalents
Non-current assets held for sale
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Continued
EQUITY & LIABILITIES
in kEUR

6/30/2016

12/31/2015

Subscribed capital

31,596

31,336

Additional paid-in capital

53,888

61,350

9,156

6,947

Retained earnings

356,577

404,929

Share of equity attributable to shareholders of AURELIUS

451,217

504,562

Equity

Other reserves

Non-controlling interests

7,457

32,538

458,674

537,100

Pension obligations

95,646

106,138

Provisions

42,378

38,027

Total equity
Non-current liabilities

Financial liabilities

205,835

253,065

Liabilities under finance leases

10,831

17,083

Other financial liabilities

47,262

56,152

Derivative financial instruments
Deferred tax liabilities
Total non-current liabilities

3,356

3,356

85,192

97,028

490,500

570,849

253

724

40,664

25,713

120,922

92,351

Current liabilities
Pension obligations
Provisions
Financial liabilities
Liabilities under finance leases
Trade payables
Current income tax liabilities
Derivative financial instruments
Liquor tax liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Liabilities-side accruals/deferrals
Other liabilities
Non-current liabilities held for sale
Total current liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

1,529

3,431

357,416

328,182

11,450

13,264

277

363

-/-

44,258

5,761

25,752

74,780

55,082

231,655

224,353

354

6

845,061

813,479

1,794,235

1,921,428
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA for the period from January 1 to December 31, 2015

Share of equity
attributable to shareholders of AURELIUS

Non-controlling interests

Consolidated equity

-/-

-/-

-38,361

54

353,694

33,617

387,311

-/-

-/-

155,353

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

155,353

-429

154,924

Currency changes

308,388

Revaluations for defined
benefit obligations

52,093

Available-for-sale
securities

Retained earnings,
including net retained
profits

31,520

Cash flow hedges

Additional paid-in capital

January 1, 2015

Other reserves

Subscribed capital

in kEUR

Comprehensive net income
Consolidated profit/loss for the period
Other profits and losses
Cash flow hedges, net of taxes

-/-

-/-

-/-

-200

-/-

-/-

-/-

-200

-/-

-200

Remeasurement IAS 19

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

33,814

-/-

33,814

-/-

33,814

Foreign exchange differences

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

9,396

9,396

-/-

9,396

Comprehensive net income

-/-

-/-

155,353

-200

-/-

33,814

9,396

198,363

-429

197,934

Equity transactions with shareholders
Currency changes

-/-

-/-

2,754

-/-

-/-

676

-/-

3,430

467

3,897

Dividends

-/-

-/-

-62,800

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-62,800

-100

-62,900

Changes in equity holdings in
subsidiaries that did not result in a
loss of control

-/-

-/-

1,234

-/-

-/-

1,568

-/-

2,802

-1,234

1,568

Changes in equity holdings in
subsidiaries that resulted in a loss of
control

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

16,101

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

16,101

-/-

16,101

-184

-6,844

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-7,028

-/-

-7,028

Convertible bond
Treasury shares
Non-controlling interests due to
business acquisitions
December 31, 2015
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-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

217

217

33,336

61,350

404,929

-200

-/-

-2,303

9,450

504,562

32,538

537,100
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA for the period from January 1 to June 30, 2016

Revaluations for defined
benefit obligations

Currency changes

Share of equity
attributable to shareholders of AURELIUS

Non-controlling interests

Consolidated equity

61,350

404,929

-200

-/-

-2,303

9,450

504,562

32,538

537,100

-/-

-/-

33,033

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

33,033

225

33,258

Available-for-sale
securities

Retained earnings,
including net retained
profits

31,336

Cash flow hedges

Additional paid-in capital

January 1, 2016

Other reserves

Subscribed capital

in kEUR

Comprehensive net income
Consolidated profit/loss for the period
Other profits and losses
Cash flow hedges, net of taxes

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

Remeasurement IAS 19

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-1,823

-/-

-1,823

-/-

-1,823

Foreign exchange differences

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-1,585

-1,585

-/-

-1,585

Comprehensive net income

-/-

-/-

33,033

-/-

-/-

-1,823

-1,585

29,625

225

29,850

Equity transactions with shareholders
Currency changes

-/-

-/-

-5,702

-/-

-/-

-272

-/-

-5,974

212

-5,762

Dividends

-/-

-/-

-76,414

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-76,414

-/-

-76,414

Changes in equity holdings in
subsidiaries that did not lead to a
loss of control

-/-

-/-

-32

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-32

32

-/-

Changes in equity holdings in
subsidiaries that resulted in a loss of
control

-/-

-/-

763

-/-

-/-

4,083

1,806

6,652

-25,820

-19,168

Convertible bond

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

Treasury shares

260

-7,462

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-7,202

-/-

-7,202

Non-controlling interests due to
business acquisitions
June 30, 2016

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

270

270

31,596

53,888

356,577

-200

-/-

-315

9,671

451,217

7,457

458,674
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA for the period from January 1 to
June 30, 2016
in kEUR
Earnings before taxes (EBT)
Profit / (loss) from discontinued operations
Reversal of bargain purchase gains arising on initial consolidation

1/1/ - 6/30/2016

1/1/ - 6/30/2015

40,948

-5,720

23

64,564

-77,303

-1,470

Gain (-) / loss (+) from deconsolidation

-3,007

-/-

Amortization of intangible assets and depreciation of property,
plant and equipment

45,710

39,675

-25,614

-8,237

Increase (+) / decrease (-) in pension provisions and other provisions
Gain (-) / loss (+) from the sale of property, plant and equipment

-494

20

-5,409

85

Gain (-) / loss (+) from currency translation

3,462

1,830

Financial result

9,911

7,404

288

513

Gain (-) / loss (+) from the sale of non-current financial assets

Interest received
Interest paid

-2,117

-3,024

Income taxes paid

-1,952

-3,588

-15,554

92,052

44,364

-6,874

Gross cash flow
Change in working capital
Increase (-) / decrease (+) in inventories
Increase (-) / decrease (+) in trade receivables and other receivables
Increase (+) / decrease (-) in trade payables and other liabilities
Increase (+) / decrease (-) in other balance sheet items
Cash flow from operating activities (net cash flow)
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66,141

-3,225

-177,512

-43,671

101,423

9,409

18,862

47,691
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Continued
in kEUR

1/1/ - 6/30/2016

1/1/ - 6/30/2015

-15,214

-4,501

Cash receipts related to the acquisition of shares

18,910

10,106

Proceeds from sale of subsidiaries

13,027

- /-

Payments for the acquisition of shares in companies

Cash disbursements related to the sale of shares

-54,675

- /-

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment

-3,520

4,036

Payments for investments in non-current assets

43,413

-103,440

1,941

-93,799

Free cash flow

20,803

-46,108

Cash proceeds from the raising (+) / cash repayments (-) of
short-term financial liabilities

17,489

4,219

Cash proceeds from the raising (+) / cash repayments (-) of
long-term financial liabilities

-74,873

-4,634

Cash proceeds from the raising (+) / cash repayments (-) of
finance leases

-8,154

6,239

Sale (+) / purchase (-) of treasury shares

-7,202

-4,316

3,628

5,046

Cash flow from investing activities

Decrease (+) / increase (-) in restricted funds
Dividend of AURELIUS Equity Opportunities SE & Co. KGaA
Cash flow from financing activities
Other changes caused by currency and consolidation group effects
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

-76,414

-62,800

-145,526

-56,246

-5,750

12,181

529,083

307,348

Change in cash and cash equivalents

-124,723

-102,354

Net funds from continuing operations at the end of the period

398,612

217,175

Restricted cash
Cash shown on the balance sheet

16,231

16,032

414,843

233,207
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 Accounting policies
The same recognition and measurement methods applied in the past fiscal year were also applied for the 2016
half-year financial statements. During the fiscal year, extraordinary expenses are only recognized as expenses or
prepaid expenses if they would also be recognized as such in the annual financial statements. Items resulting
from purchase price allocations are based on provisional financial statements. A final measurement is conducted
as part of the process of preparing the annual financial statements.

1.2 Unusual events
No significant events occurred that would have affected the Company’s assets, liabilities, equity, net profit for the
period, or cash flows, and would have been unusual for the business of AURELIUS, based on their nature, extent or
frequency.

1.3 Changes of estimates applied in prior financial statements
There have been no changes of estimates applied in prior financial statements.

1.4 Changes in the consolidated group
In the first half of 2016, AURELIUS consolidated four corporate groups for the first time. Valora Trade (today: Conaxess), an exclusive distributor for Fast Moving Consumer Goods with nine branch offices in seven European
countries, was acquired effective January 1, 2016, from the Swiss firm Valora Holding AG. Reuss-Seifert & Hammerl, a leading European manufacturer of spacers made of plastic, steel, and concrete, as well as construction
films and other consumables for the concrete construction industry, was also acquired effective January 1, 2016.
On June 6, 2016, AURELIUS acquired Calumet International Ltd. from Calumet Holdings Inc. The transaction includes the photography retailer Calumet Photographic and the professional lighting producer Bowens Lighting.
On June 28, 2016, AURELIUS acquired Working Links, a leading provider of professional and social rehabilitation
and reintegration services with operations in the UK, the Republic of Ireland, and the Middle East.
As of June 30, 2016, AURELIUS’ subsidiary SOLIDUS Solutions acquired the commercial activities of the Abelan
Group in Germany and the Netherlands, comprising a paper mill in Viersen (Germany) and a solid board packaging
plant in Zutphen in the Netherlands, as part of add-on acquisitions. The CMC (Colt Managed Cloud) cloud business of Colt Group S.A. was also acquired and integrated into Getronics, an ICT services subsidiary of AURELIUS.
In March 2016, AURELIUS sold its investment in fidelis HR GmbH, the provider of software and Business Process
Outsourcing for personnel departments, to SD Worx, a leading provider of human resource services in Europe,
based in Antwerp, Belgium. AURELIUS also successfully placed 2,100,000 shares of the Group subsidiary Berentzen
Group AG with institutional investors as part of a private placement. An additional 10.4 percent was sold to the
Dutch investment company Monolith in April. Since then, AURELIUS has held less than 20 percent of Berentzen
Group AG and recognizes it accordingly using equity method accounting. In May 2016, the investment in TAVEX
EUROPE was sold to a Spanish consortium of investors.
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It was not yet possible to finalize the fair value measurement in the context of initial consolidation for all of
the acquisitions. For this reason, the income from bargain purchases shown in the present half-year fi
 nancial
statements are only preliminary.

2.1 Revenues
1/1/ – 6/30/2016

1/1/ – 6/30/2015

Revenues from sales of goods

in kEUR

825,953

543,986

Revenues from sales of services

518,477

338,729

2,284

15,470

1,346,714

898,185

28,438

34,545

1,375,152

932,730

Revenues from long-term construction contracts
Total continuing operations
Discontinued operations
Total revenues

1/1/ – 6/30/2016

1/1/ – 6/30/2015

Germany

in kEUR

217,718

206,003

Europe – European Union

857,114

454,532

Europe – Other

84,279

50,705

Third countries

187,603

186,945

1,346,714

898,185

28,438

34,545

1,375,152

932,730

1/1/ – 6/30/2016

1/1/ – 6/30/2015

77,303

1,470

Total continuing operations
Discontinued operations
Total revenues

2.2 Other operating income
in kEUR
Income from reversal of negative goodwill
Revenue from divestiture accounting

6,664

-/-

Income from reversal of provisions

1,139

3,901

Income from derecognition of liabilities

1,177

853

Income from charging of costs to third parties

4,321

4,566

Income from exchange rate changes

7,744

8,837

903

431

Income from disposal of non-current assets
Income from claims for damage
Miscellaneous other operating income
Total continuing operations
Discontinued operations
Total other operating income

137

258

12,954

13,847

112,342

34,163

58,285

64,729

170,627

98,892
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2.3 Other operating expenses
in kEUR

1/1/ – 6/30/2015

Buildings and machinery

44,171

33,324

Marketing expenses and commissions

33,547

25,311

Administration

37,267

30,099

Consulting

17,540

14,262

Freight and transport costs

24,969

16,850

Office supplies

20,447

11,734

Expenses from exchange rate changes

11,206

10,567

Miscellaneous other operating expenses

22,183

19,202

211,330

161,349

Total continuing operations
Discontinued operations
Total other operating expenses
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6,662
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3.1 Assets analysis

Total

Down payments

Other intangible
assets

Goodwill

in kEUR

Franchises, industrial
property rights,
and similar rights
and licenses

Intangible Assets

Acquisition or production cost
Balance at January 1, 2015
Discontinued operations
Continuing operations
Changes in the consolidation group

42,382

23,348

149,644

413

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

215,787
-/-

42,382

23,348

149,644

413

215,787

698

9,863

9,447

-/-

20,008

2,838

-/-

7,847

4,170

14,855

-2,234

-/-

-3,304

-116

-5,654

Reclassifications

398

-/-

-621

642

419

Currency effects

1,260

-/-

1,153

-/-

2,413

45,342

33,211

164,166

5,109

247,828

Acquisitions
Disposals

Balance at December 31, 2015
Discontinued operations

-4,160

-4,779

-18,006

-/-

-26,945

Continuing operations

41,182

28,432

164,160

5,109

220,883

Changes in the consolidation group

-5,058

-6,253

-8,152

7,124

-12,339

1,452

-/-

4,855

915

7,222

-135

-/-

-337

-658

-1,130

Acquisitions
Disposals
Reclassifications

-35

-/-

961

-1,005

-79

Currency effects

-49

-/-

-2,583

-436

-3,068

37,357

22,179

140,904

11,049

211,489

-23,266

-289

-63,760

-/-

-87,315

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-23,266

-289

-63,760

-/-

-87,315

-7,890

-/-

-17,249

-/-

-25,139

-/-

-8,324

-24

-/-

-8,348

1,938

-/-

488

-/-

2,426
1,737

Balance at June 30, 2016
Amortization and impairments
Balance at January 1, 2015
Discontinued operations
Continuing operations
Acquisitions
Impairments (IAS 36)
Disposals
Write-ups

12

-/-

1,725

-/-

Reclassifications

-/-

-/-

862

-/-

862

Currency effects

-16

-/-

-424

-/-

-440

-29,221

-8,613

-78,382

-/-

-116,216

2,269

-/-

5,241

-/-

7,510

-26,952

-8,613

-73,141

-/-

-108,706

Additions

-3,107

-/-

-8,195

-/-

-11,302

Disposals

-/-

-/-

3,855

-/-

3,855

1

-/-

-41

-/-

-40

Balance at December 31, 2015
Discontinued operations
Continuing operations

Reclassifications
Currency effects
Balance at June 30, 2016
Carrying amounts at December 31, 2015
Carrying amounts at June 30, 2016

16

-/-

1,192

-/-

1,208

-30,041

-8,613

-76,330

-/-

-114,984

16,121

24,598

85,784

5,109

131,612

7,316

13,566

64,574

11,049

96,505
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263,223

62,049

15,395

471,012

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

Continuing operations

33,172

97,174

263,223

62,049

15,395

471,012

Changes in the consolidation group

20,744

33,817

77,204

8,641

2,575

142,981

304

4,013

14,796

13,853

17,549

50,515

Total

Down payments and
assets under
construction

97,174

-/-

Technical equipment,
plant and machinery

33,172

Land, leasehold rights

Other equipment,
operational and office
equipment

in kEUR

Buildings,
including buildings on
non-owned land

Property, Plant and Equipment

Acquisition or production cost
Balance at January 1, 2015
Discontinued operations

Acquisitions
Disposals

-9,921

-10,712

-16,451

-19,148

-1,199

-57,431

Reclassifications

-/-

1,346

13,131

432

-16,283

-1,374

Currency effects

77

848

6,786

333

-76

7,968
613,672

Balance at December 31, 2015

44,376

126,486

358,689

66,160

17,961

Discontinued operations

-3,448

-16,191

-34,187

-1,350

-952

-56,128

Continuing operations

40,928

110,295

324,502

64,810

17,009

557,544

Changes in the consolidation group

-1,734

-7,888

17,288

-3,674

-879

3,113

-/-

1,121

4,704

5,215

14,175

25,215

-963

-/-

-8,440

-3,292

-/-

-12,695

Acquisitions
Disposals
Reclassifications

-/-

462

4,772

1,084

-6,704

-386

Currency effects

-800

-3,214

-11,510

-1,130

-654

-17,308

37,431

100,776

331,316

63,013

22,947

555,483

-2,051

-22,123

-116,348

-21,905

-409

-162,836

Balance at June 30, 2016
Depreciation and impairments
Balance at January 1, 2015
Discontinued operations
Continuing operations
Acquisitions

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-22,123

-116,348

-21,905

-409

-162,836

-/-

-6,298

-45,248

-13,536

-/-

-65,082

Impairments (IAS 36)

-91

-761

-1,842

-3

-/-

-2,697

Disposals

-/-

7,430

11,599

17,390

-/-

36,419

9

1,536

6,957

13

-/-

8,514

Write up
Reclassifications

-/-

-/-

-1

104

-/-

103

Currency effects

-3

-144

-1,176

-11

-108

-1,441

-2,136

-20,360

-142,386

-17,949

-517

-183,348

Balance at December 31, 2015
Discontinued operations
Continuing operations
Acquisitions
Impairments (IAS 36)

-/-

763

2,006

541

-/-

3,310

-2,136

-19,597

-140,380

-17,408

-517

-180,038

-/-

-2,671

-24,227

-6,870

-/-

-33,768

-1

-3

-/-

-3

-462

-469

Disposals

528

-/-

11,058

1,923

-/-

13,509

Write-ups

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

Reclassifications

-/-

-2

13

30

-/-

41

Currency effects

2

232

3,304

64

-7

3,595

-1,606

-22,041

-150,232

-22,264

-986

-197,130

Carrying amounts at December 31, 2015

42,240

106,126

216,303

48,211

17,444

430,324

Carrying amounts at June 30, 2016

35,825

78,735

181,084

40,749

21,961

358,354

Balance at June 30, 2016
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Financial Assets
The rise of the financial assets in the first half year of 2016 is mainly caused by the deconsolidation of the Berentzen group. The remaining shares of less than 20 percent are now accounted for using the equity method. Furthermore with the acquistion of Valora Trade (today: Conaxess Trade Group) AURELIUS purchased a company which is
accounted after IAS 39 as a finanicial instrument.

4. S
 egment revenues, EBITDA and EBIT for the period from
January 1 to June 30, 2016
in kEUR

Revenues

Services &
Solutions

Industrial
Production

Retail &
Consumer
Products

Other

AURELIUS
Group
1,346,714

518,016

536,962

291,736

-/-

Discontinued Operations

11,343

17,095

-/-

-/-

28,438

EBITDA

51,316

50,606

17,739

-23,092

96,569

Discontinued Operations

54,160

-50,998

-/-

-/-

3,162

EBIT

36,295

23,501

14,728

-23,665

50,859

Discontinued Operations

53,746

-53,234

-/-

-/-

512

5. C
 ontingent liabilities, financial commitments and litigation
The following significant contingent liabilities have been identified as of the reporting date of June 30, 2016:
In order to secure any guarantee and/or tax indemnification claims on the part of Indorama Ventures PCL in connection with its acquisition of the Wellman Group at the end of 2011, Residuum Beteiligungs GmbH, a former
subsidiary of AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA, provided a bank guarantee issued by BayernLB in the amount of EUR 4,200
thousand under joint liability on the part of AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA. This was reduced to EUR 800 thousand at
the end of fiscal year 2013. Due to the retroactive merger of Residuum Beteiligungs GmbH with AURELIUS AG in
fiscal year 2012, AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA is now the sole obligor. In addition, AURELIUS AG provided a guarantee in
connection with the disposal of the Wellman Group limited to five years in the amount of EUR 21,200 thousand
with respect to any specific indemnification obligations on the part of Residuum Beteiligungs GmbH (in fiscal
year 2012 retroactively merged with AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA) related to the liquidation of the pension scheme
formerly in place at Wellman. Here as well AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA is the sole obligor as a result of the retroactive
merger. The assertion of a claim under these contingent liabilities is regarded as extremely unlikely by the
Company based on the information obtained since the disposal.
Effective September 30, 2014, AURELIUS completed the acquisition of IDS Getronics (formerly: Individual Desktop Solutions GmbH) over AURELIUS Initial Enhancement GmbH. Upon execution of the transaction, the seller
granted an optimization subsidy to IDS Getronics. The optimization subsidy may only be used for certain purposes and is subject to a blocking period of 24 months. In addition to the acquiring entity, AURELIUS SE & Co.
KGaA is liable here for up to EUR 9,100 thousand. However, a payment on the part of AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA on
the basis of this joint liability can only be requested by the seller and only for the benefit of the Company, i.e.
the assumption of the guarantee does not establish direct joint liability on the part of AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA
vis-à-vis the Company. In addition, AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA’s liability based on this joint liability is limited to the
amount of the remaining optimization subsidy (after partial consumption through the use of the funds according to a broad optimization catalog). Any such claim is expected to be very minor, since the use of the funds is
clearly defined and can be self-guided.
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There is the risk of secondary liability from pension liabilities with respect to both companies Old BCA Ltd. and
Book Club Trading Ltd., which resulted from errors in the implementation of the pension fund in the 1990s.
The amount varies and could possibly reach into the mid-single digit millions. Rectification proceedings are
currently being carried out before a British court through which the past errors should be rectified. AURELIUS
estimates the prospects for success to be positive overall.
Otherwise, AURELIUS SE & Co. KGaA is involved in legal disputes as of the reporting date in connection with
its general business operations; however, none of these disputes is to be regarded as material with respect to
the risk or amount involved. Therefore, as in the previous year, no provisions were set aside for other legal
disputes in half-year 2016.

6. Significant events after the reporting date
AURELIUS acquired The Hospital Group, a provider of surgical and non-surgical cosmetic procedures based in Bir-

mingham, United Kingdom, in July 2016. The Hospital Group is a leading provider of cosmetic procedures in the UK
as well as a market leader in weight loss treatments. The Company operates the largest cosmetic surgery hospital
in Europe together with 15 other clinics across the United Kingdom. The Hospital Group boasts high patient satisfaction rates in its four business areas of cosmetic surgery, weight loss, cosmetic dentistry, and non-surgical treatments.
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